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The Committee offers another message, without the typical question & answer session I have 

usually done over the years. 

 

"Closes this month along the human calendar today, significant this is yet is not. Why mention it 

you shall ask, to which we reply, respect for human calendar desire we have. The organizational 

tool it is, which matches the matrix of your place in all existence. 

 

Come you all to a place where, as we have mentioned, humans have chosen to place much 

attention upon one thing. Examine this we ask, for your benefit. 

 

Fear drives this focus and has produced what? Each of you can look around at what you see and 

hear. You need no permission to look at yourself. No consent is required either, to examine 

things not concealed.  

 

See you may, what part of what can be seen, which is fear. 

 

This does not help you. This does not help anyone. Fear is contagious. Your decision to be 

fearful is not independent. The idea it is, serves to justify emotional stinginess and avarice. You 

choose your emotions not to be shared; however unlike human physical stinginess, this is 

impossible. The illusion of emotions remaining concealed within a person, who believes s/he can 

hold them hidden and prevent anyone from seeing them, is both strong and wrong. 

 

Worse than this, fear of a disease means if the condition is contracted, symptoms will be worse. 

Absence of fear, or confidence this should better be named, both repels and cures. 

 

Examples could be offered that sickness and death came, have and will come to the most 

confident, again to justify being afraid. To this we say, confident, calm sickness and death are the 

life plan; neither confidence nor fear could de-rail the event a soul has scheduled.  

 

The confident person has much better ability to face adversity, knowing the plan s/he has chosen 

will be followed to the end(s) s/he wants and has selected. 

 

The cases and deaths, as percentages or proportions of a society, be it a town or the globe, are not 

different this time than such occurs with many diseases and afflictions. Current efforts to restrict 

the spread of the virus are not doing it, despite what you are told. 

 

The problem will resolve, effects will be seen but reflection upon the wo/hu/man-made results 

from the hu/wo/man created choices, will be framed and presented as worthwhile. Well intended 

acts are often conflated by humans as justification for decisions, when impartial, dispassionate 

analysis would show that good desires and high hopes do not convert negative results to positive. 

 



This virus release is a human society scheduled event, however the choice of response and 

reaction were and are not.  

 

Examine what has resulted, what was done and then explain to yourself if the efforts were worth 

the effects. This cannot be told, instructed, dictated or impressed upon you, without your 

decision to observe then weigh the sides of the issue yourself, on your own scales. 

 

Elsewhere and here, have you read of crude oil shocks, where abrupt events will cause prices to 

climb rapidly, shocking mankind briefly. This virus and human reactions are the first phase of 

events which together, shall produce the first spikes. The high amounts currently available crude 

oil, will not mean much in the near future. We are saying to you all, look closely at this issue as 

wint/summ -er peaks across Earth. 

 

Focused are our messages. Aimed at people who would read them and benefit. That these words 

have come to you should speak for themselves. S/he who benefits from hearing these, will find 

the words, as his/her guides point to this place. 

 

Pointed have you placed yourselves, knowledge thus confidence have you.  

 

Be well, one and all. Do return when you can, as shall we."  


